1st webinar on E-learning: From emergency provision to better learning opportunities?

During the current difficult times and the restrictions to secure public health in the COVID-19 outbreak, transitioning education to the digital world is a commonly used approach to continue teaching and learning. In this regard, ESU is providing a webinar series in the upcoming weeks covering various topics from E-learning options, to quality and academic recognition.

Are you interested in the possibilities that e-learning offers for your personal education? Are you suddenly being asked to continue your studies in an online format? Do you want to look into the new options of online learning but you do not know yet how to start, where to find information on how to find and select a suitable high-quality course? If yes, this first webinar invites you to join the conversation. We will provide a general overview on the topic and answers to e.g. the following questions: What is e-learning and what is not e-learning? How is e-learning different from traditional learning?

We will provide you with the different perspectives from our experts:

- Dr. Markus Wachowski and Dr. Dominic Orr from Kiron (Kiron enables access to higher education and successful learning for refugees through digital solutions; https://kiron.ngo/)
- Laura Beston from Ireland, Laura is the current President of Trinity College Dublin’s Student Union. During her time as an officer in the college’s union Laura has engaged with various decision making bodies in the college in making online learning more accessible for those with disabilities as well as contributing to the start up of online learning in the college in response to COVID-19.

After short presentations you will have plenty of time to raise your questions. We will make the meeting as interactive and engaging as possible.

The webinar will take place on the 6th of April from 2:00pm to 3:00 pm CET.

After successful registration on the event page you will be provided with the log in data for Zoom to join this webinar. (you will need to install the application, please log in 5 min before the start of the webinar).

Please note that we will record the webinar.

Best wishes

esu-online.org